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Introduction 
Recently there have appeared four discussions of an algebra of operators 
extending the algebra of singular integral operators of CALDER6N and 
ZYGMUND [2] and its functional calculus, to include operators of various 
orders and a very refined calculus; namely, UNTERBERGER and BOKOBZA 
[11], KOHN and NIRENBERG [7], HORMANDER [5], and PALAIS [8]. The 
present article discusses essentially the same algebra, but with the 
following differences. First, we consider a larger class of operators on Rn, 
with more natural restrictions, and obtain an estimate of the norms of 
the fundamental operators which is more useful in some contexts. Second, 
we consider operators whose kernels have complex degrees of homo-
geneity; this will allow consideration of complex roots of certain of the 
operators, to be considered in another article. Third, we give estimates 
for Lp, 1 < P < ex) because they follow easily by the methods employed 
here. And finally, we give a characterization of the kernels of the operators 
that does not involve the Fourier transform. On the other hand, the 
Fourier transform plays an essential role in the functional calculus, and 
in a number of the proofs. 
In order to give the most fundamental theorems quickly, we have 
begun by using the Fourier transform in defining the operators, as in [7]; 
this involvement is reduced in Theorem 5. As in [5], it is easy to show 
that the fundamental solution of an elliptic operator is in the algebra 
here considered; combining this with Theorem 5 yields a result giving 
the proper generalization to the 0 00 case of F. JOHN'S description [6] 
of the fundamental solution of an operator with analytic coefficients. 
From this we obtain a theorem on the solutions u of an overdetermined 
system Au= f, when A is elliptic and f has an isolated singularity of a 
rather general type. 
No result is given here for change of coordinates. However, the proof 
given in [8] applies unchanged in the present case. 
We are indebted to a number of people for discussions on these topics, 
in particular to J. J. KOHN, who described the general nature of the 
results in [7] before preprints were available. Our own effort began with 
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an attempt to duplicate these results and add the missing theorem on 
coordinate changes, for applications in the study of boundary value 
problems, and in particular to obtain the accurate description of the 
fundamental solution of an elliptic operator referred to above. Thanks 
are likewise due to S. M. Newberger for pointing out the use of con-
tractions in proving results like Theorem 2 below. 
Because the nature of most of the results is familiar, most of the proofs 
are merely outlined or briefly indicated. For indications of the back-
ground of these results, we refer to [5], [7] and [8]. 
Definition 1. A Boo homogeneous symbol of degree it (it any complex 
number) is a 0 00 function a on Rnx (Rn-{o}) such that a(x, tC)=t1.a(x, C) 
fort>O; and for each IX and p, (Dx)"'(Dc)fJa(x, C) is bounded for x in Rn, 
ICI = 1. 
Here (Dx)'" = (-i)I"'I(')I'" !lOXl)"" ... ((')xn )"''', IIXI = 11n IXj, IXj integers >0. 
A function e in 0 00 is a "patch function" if e vanishes in a neighborhood 
of zero and 1- e vanishes in a neighborhood of CXl. If a is a homogeneous 
symbol of degree it and e a patch function, then A(e, a) is defined by 
(1) [A(e, a) tJ(x) = (2n)-n S ei(x. C> a(x, C) e(c) ((C) dC, 
where ((C) = S e-i(v.C> f(y) dy. The notation for this in [7] would be 
a(x, D) e(D). 
THEOREM 1. For each patch function e, real number s, real p (1 <p<CXl), 
and complex it there is a constant 0 such that 
IIA(e, a)flls,p<llfll'+Re(1.).:v 0 sup I (Dx)",(D,)fJ a(x, C)I, 
where the sup is for IIXI <the least integer> lsi, IPI < 1 + [3n/2], x ERn and 
lei = 1; and Ilflls,p is the norm of f in Lsp (see [1]). 
Proof. Define B by (Bf((C)=e(c)ICI1.r(C). Then by Mihlin's theorem 
[4], B is bounded from L.+Re(1.? to Lsp. Further, A(e, a)=OB, where 
Of (x) = (2n)-n S ei(X. C>a(x, C) I CI-1.r (C) dC. Here a(x, C) I CI-1. is homogeneous 
of degree zero, and 0 is a singular integral operator of type 0: (see [2]). 
It follows from [2] that 0 is bounded from Lsp to Lsp. This may also be 
proved directly. If we write a(x, C)ICI-1.= 1amk(X) Smk(C/ICI), with Smk 
a complete orthonormal set of spherical harmonics, then it follows from 
our hypotheses that ID"'amk(x) I <const m-1-[3n/2] for IIXI < the least 
integer > s, and hence that multiplication by amk has a similar bound 
as an operator on Lsp. From Theorem 4 of [10] it follows that 
Ss"-1IDtSmk(C/IWI2da,=0(ml"'I); thus from Mihlin's theorem [4] it 
follows that the map Tmk : (Tmkf((C)=Smk(C/IWr(C) has a norm on 
Lsp of the order of m1+[n/2]. Taking into account the 0(mn-2) Smk for a 
given m, and the norm of multiplication by amk, we obtain the desired 
estimate from 1111amkTmkii <c1m-2. 
m k 
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The result below elaborates on a lemma of GOHBERG [3]. 
THEOREM 2. Given Xo in Rn; l;o, Il;ol = 1; and p, 1 <p < 00; there is 
a one-parameter family f/Jt (t>O) such that 
i) f/Jt(x) = ° if Ix-xol> I/t 
ii) II f/Jtll.z)' = 1, IIf/JtIILP -i>- ° as t -i>- 00, if s<O. 
8 
iii) If a is a homogeneous symbol of degree A with Re(A) = 0, and () is 
a patch function, then A((), a)f/Jt-t2Aa(xo, l;o)f/Jt -i>- 0 in Lp, as t -i>- 00 through 
any sequence. 
Proof. We may take xo=O. Let ~ EO°O and have support in Ixl,,;;;l. 
Let Tt/(x) =tn1p f(tx). Consider '/j!t(x) = 
t- 2A [ e-it(!:o.·) Tt-I A((), a) Tteit(!:o.·)~ ](x) = 
(2n)-n S ei(e.:t) ()(t~+t2l;0) a(x/t, l;o+~/t)~~(~) d~ 
-i>- (2n)-n S ei(e. :t) a(O, l;o)~ ~ (~) d~ = a(O, ~o)~(x) pointwise as t -i>- 00 through 
any sequence. We show this convergence is in Lp by showing that for 
each lX, x"'/j!t(x) is bounded for t large and x in Rn. In fact, 
IX"'/j!t(x)l,,;;; const S I(De)" [()a(x/t, t~+t2l;0) ~~(~)]I d~, 
which is a sum of terms of the form 
t lill SIMt'!:ol>.I(()a)(lll(x/t, ~t+t2l;0)11~~(Yl (~)I d~,,;;; 
const SIHteol>.lt I~ +tl;ol-11l1 1~~(Yl(~)1 d~ 
(where (()a)(lll(y, l;)=(Dc)Il()(l;)a(y, l;)), since ()(l;) vanishes for 1l;I,,;;;r, for 
some r> 0. In this last expression, the integral for I~ + tl;ol > 1 is dominated 
by S 1~~(Yl(~)ld~; and the integral for r/t<I~+tl;ol<I is 
,,;;; consh S!lt en-I-11l1 (1 + (t-I)2)-k de, in which we may choose k as 
large as we like. 
Set now ~t=Tteit(!:o.·)~. Then condition (i) is fulfilled, and II~tll.z)'= 1; 
and if we multiply the relation: '/j!t-a(O, l;o)~ -i>- ° in Lp, by the isometry 
t2ATt eit(Co.·), we obtain (iii). Finally we have for s<O that 
II~tIILP= IIG-s * ~tlILP";;; IIG-sIIL.II~tIILq, where I/p= I/r+ I/q-I, and G-s is 
8 
the Bessel kernel of [1]. If we take I<r<n/(n+s), then IIG-sIIL.<oo and 
I/q>I/p, so II~tIILP,,;;;IIG-sIIL' tn(lIp-lIq)II~IILq-i>-O as t-i>- +00. 
8 
An operator A : [I> -i>- [1>' (where [I> is the set of temperate test 
functions and [1>' its dual) is of order ,,;;;r if there are constants Os,p such 
that IIAfIILP,,;;;OspllfIIL P for each real sand I<p<oo. 
8 ' S+1 
COROLLARY OF THEOREM 2. If aj (j = 1, ... , m) is a Boo homogeneous 
kernel of degree Aj with s=Re(Aj) for each j, and S is an operator of order 
,,;;; t < s, then the norm of II m A ((), aj) + S as an operator from Lsp to Lp 
is ;;;.Os,osup I Iaj(x, l;)Il;I-sl, the sup for x in Rn and 1l;1>0. 
Proof. Let '/j!(l;) = 1l;I-s where ()ioO, '/j! EO°O, and '/j!>0. Then the map 
B : (Bf((l;)='/j!(l;)r(l;) is an isomorphism of Lp onto Lsp, by Mihlin's 
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theorem, and A((J, aj) B=A((J, a/) where a/(x, C)=aj(x, C)ICI-8. Further 
S'=SB is of order <;;t-s<O and it remains only to show that the norm 
of LA((J, a/)+S' on Lp is ;;;.max ILaj(x, C)ICI-81. With the cpt of Theorem 2 
and ICol=l, we have IILA((J,aj)cpt+S'CPt-Lt2(Ai-S)aj(xo,Co)cptIIL'P--+O as 
t --+ 00 through any sequence, so that II LA ((J,aj) +S'II ;;;. lim sup 
ILt2(Ai- S) aj(xo, Co) I as t --+ 00. Since Lt2(Ai- S) aj(xo, Co) is an almost periodic 
function of t, this lim sup is the same as the sup ILt2(Ai- S)aj(xo, Co)1 = 
t 
=sup I Laj(xo, C)ICI-81 with C=t2CO. The corollary follows. 
Definition 2. An operator A : Y --+ Y' is a CZO if there are 
i) a sequence Aj of complex numbers with Re(Aj);;;' Re(Aj+l) --+ - 00, 
and 
ii) a sequence aj of Boo kernels, aj homogeneous of degree Aj, with 
A - LIm A((J, aj) of order <;; Re(Am+l), for each patch function (J. 
It follows from Lemma 1 below that if (ii) is satisfied for some patch 
function, then it is satisfied for all. Further, from the corollary of 
Theorem 2, the non-zero aj, and the corresponding Aj, are determined 
by A. Hence, 
Definition 3. If A is a CZO, then a(A) is the formal series Laj(x, C). 
Definition 4. Any formal sum Laj(x, C) with aj(x, C) a homogeneous 
Boo symbol of degree Aj and Re(Aj) decreasing to -00 is called a symbol. 
If F= Laj and G= Lbj are symbols then cF+G= LCk, where the Ck 
form an ordering of the caj and bj combined, with decreasing degrees; 
F* = L L (?)/?)x)"'(?)/?)C)"'aj(x, C)/od, with the terms arranged by decreasing 
i I"'I~O 
degrees; and F 0 G= L L L [(?)/?)C)"'aj(x, C)] (-i()j?)x)"'bk(x, C)/od, with 
k i I"'I~O 
similar arrangement. 
Note that, although these definitions require summing over all iX, j, 
and k, there are only finitely many terms of a given degree, and the 
(real parts of the) degrees of the terms that arise tend to - 00. This is 
because, if aj is of degree Aj, then (?)/?)C)"'aj(x, C) is of degree Aj -14 The 
operations on symbols can be shown directly to yield an associative 
algebra. 
THEOREM 3. Let L = L a",D'" be a differential operator of order m, 
I "I";;m 
whose coefficients a" have bounded derivatives of all orders. Then L is a 
CZO and a(L)(x, C)= L a,,(x)C". 
1"I";;m 
Proof. Since D"t(x) = (2n)-n S ei(X.A> C" r(C) dC, and A((J, C") t(x) = 
= (2n)-n S ei(x.o (J(C)C"r(C)dC, where (J(C) = 1 for ICI large, it suffices 
to prove 
LEMMA 1. Suppose IClkDx"'D!b(x, C) is bounded on Rn x Rn tor all 
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k, iX, p. Then the map B: Bf(x) = (2n)-n f ei<,"·C> b(x, I;)r (C)dl; is of 
order -00. 
Proof. Let c(x,z)=(2n)-n f ei(z'C>b(x, Odl;; then 
Bf(x)= f c(x, x-y) f(y) dy. Since (1 + Ix-yI2)n Ic(x, x-y)1 <; 
(2n)-n max f 1(1- ''i,02jol;j2)n b(x, 1;)1 dl; <00, we have Ic(x, x-y)1 <;k(x-y) 
'" for an integrable k. It follows from Young's theorem on convolutions 
that B is bounded on Lp for 1 <;p <; 00. Since for each iX and p the kernel 
of D'''BD~ is similarly dominated by a k(x-y), k in Ll, it follows that 
B maps LkP boundedly into Lk+mP for every integer m, and for each 
integer k <; 0. Thus B is of order - 00. 
THEOREM 4. The oZO's form a *-algebra, and (j is a *-homomorphism 
of this algebra onto the algebra of symbols of definition 4. The kernel (j-l(O) 
is the class of operators: .'7 --,>- .'7' of order - 00. 
Note that the composition AB of two OZO's is well defined, since 
B maps .'7 --,>- Lsp continuously, for every real sand I<p<oo, and A 
has a unique continuous extension from a map .'7 --,>-.'7' to a map 
Lsp --,>- .'7'. The adjoint A * of a OZO is defined by f 'Ij!(A *tp)-= f (A'Ij!)q3 
for 'Ij!, tp in .'7; i.e. if < tp, f) is the "sesqui-linear" pairing between tp in 
.'7 and f in .'7', linear in tp and conjugate linear in f, then <tp, A *'Ij!) = <'Ij!, Atp). 
For the proof of Theorem 4 we will sketch only the result for products, 
and the fact that (j is onto. For both parts we rely on the expansion in 
spherical harmonics as exploited in [2]. A concise and simple derivation 
of the relevant facts about such expansions is given in [10]. 
The fact that (j is onto depends on 
LEMMA 2. Given a g'" kernel a(x, 1;) homogeneous of degree A, e> 0, 
an integer k>O, I<p<oo, and s>Re(A); then there is a patch function 
() so that IIA({),a)fIILl'<ellfIILt+l for Itl<;k. 
Proof By multiplying by an isomorphism B as in the proof of the 
corollary of Theorem 2, we may take A=O, s>O. We are then to show 
that IIA({), a)A-SfIILl' < ellfllLl' for It I <; k; here (A-sf((I;) = (1 + 11;1 2)-812 r(C), 
and A-s is an isometry of Ltp onto Lt+sp for all t and p. If a(x, 0 = 
= "i,amj(x) 8 mj(I;/II;I), 8 mj an orthonormal basis of spherical harmonics of 
degree m, then A({),a)A-s= "i,M(amj) T mj,8.s, where M(amj) is the operator 
of multiplication by amj, and (Tmj,8.sf((C) = {)(1;)8mjWI 1;1)(1 + 11;12)-S/2r(I;). 
By Mihlin's theorem, the norm of T mj ,8.s on Ltp (-oo<t<oo) is 
<;Op sup I 1;1 '''''D'''{)8mj(1 + I 1;12)-s/2; by the estimates of the derivatives 
1",I';;;n 
of 8 mj in [2] or [10], for any 'Yj > ° this norm can be made < 'Yjm3n/2-1 by 
choosing () in the form ()( 1;) = ()o(tl;) for a sufficiently small t, where ()o(y) 
is 0 00 , vanishes for Iyl <; 1, and = 1 for Iyl:> 2. Since all derivatives of 
amj are O(m-r ) for every r, and when Itl-;;;,k the norm of (Mamj) on Ltp 
34 Series A. 
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is dominated by sUPI,"I~k ID'"amjl, the lemma can be proved by taking 'fJ 
sufficiently small. 
Now given a symbol F= .~/oaj, we construct A with a(A)=F by 
setting A = .~/o A(8j, aj), where 8j is chosen so that 
IIA(8j , aj)tII L P<2-i lltII L P for Itl<:j; here 8=t+Re(Aj)+I, and Ai is the t 8 
homogeneity of aj. 
The rule for products reduces immediately to the case of AB with 
A =A(8, a) and B=A(8, b). An expansion of a and b into spherical 
harmonics reduces it further to the case where a(x, C) = a( C) is independent 
of x, and b(x, C)=b(x) is independent of C. Set Mbt(x)=b(x)t(x); then 
by Lemma 1, Mb-A(8, b) is of order -00, so we investigate A(8, a)Mbt(x) = 
= (2n)-n Sf ei<P:-'V.C> 8(C) a(C) b(y) t(y) dydC. Setting b(y) = 1 b(,")(x)(y-x)'"/eX! + 
l'"l~m 
+ Rm(x, x-y), with b(,")(x) = (o/ox)'"b(x), noting that (y-x)'" = (io/oC)," ei<z-'V.c>, 
we obtain by justifiable formal manipulation that A(8, a) Mb t(x) = 
(2n)-n 1 (I/eX!) b(,")(x) S (D,)'" [8(C) a(C)] ei<P:.C> rm dC+ 
l'"l~m 
(2n)-n Sf ei(,,-'V.C> 8m a(C)Rm(x, x-y) t(y)dydC. Since all derivatives of 8 
vanish when ICI is large, Lemma 1 allows us to replace (Dc),"8(C)a(C) by 
8(C)Dta(C), thus obtaining the terms of the expansion of A(8, a)A(8, b) 
required by the theorem. It remains only to show that, given k and j, 
the map 0; Omt(x) = (2n)-n Sf ei(,,-'V.C> 8(C)a(C)Rm(x, x-y)t(y)dydC maps 
LkP continuously into LjP for m sufficiently large. We do this by showing 
that, given any k, m can be chosen so that the kernel cm(x, y) of Om 
satisfies 
(2) 
for all leXl + 1.81 <: k and a g in £1. With this done, the proof is completed 
as in Lemma 1. 
To obtain (2), choose 2j>r+k+n, where r is the real part of the 
degree of homogeneity of a; and set 
a~(z)=(2n)-n S ei<Z.C> LJ i8(C) a(C) dC, where LJ=-11noz/oCiz. Then 
!lx-yIZlDz'"D/a ~(x-y)! <: (2n)-n S ILJl(C'"+P LJI8(C)a(C))ldC < 00 
for all land 1<x1 + 1.81 <: k, since for large C the integrand is homogeneous 
of degree r+ leXl + 1.81- 2l- 2j < -no Now Rm(x, x-y)lx-yl-Zi has deriva-
tives Dz'"D/ which are uniformly 0(lx-ylm+1-2i-I,"I-I.BI) for Ix-yl both 
small and large. Thus taking m> 2j + k - n, we find that Om has the 
kernel cm(x, y)=a~(x-y)Rm(x, x-y)lx-yl-Zj which satisfies (2). 
Up to now, we have used a "mixed" definition of the basic operators 
A(8, a), involving the Fourier transform. It is also worthwhile to consider 
defining the OZO's more directly, without recourse to Fourier transforms. 
In preparation, we must discuss homogeneous distributions. Proofs of 
the facts cited follow easily from the results of [10] and [9]. 
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For t> 0 and I in 9', the space of temperate test functions, define 
It(x)=tnl(tx); thus SRn It is independent of t. Let A be a complex number. 
A distribution g in 9", the dual of 9', is homogeneous 01 degree A if 
<It, g)=t-\/, g) for all I in 9' and t>O. Such a distribution is called 0 00 
if there is a 0 00 function g ~ on Rn - {O}, such that for I in 9' vanishing 
in a neighborhood of zero 
(3) <I, g) = S Ig~· 
The function g~ is then homogeneous of degree A, i.e. g~(tx)=fg~(x). If 
Aisaninteger ofthe form -n-m for an m> 0, then Sl';;;I"'I';;;2g~(x)Pm(x)dx= 0 
for every homogeneous polynomial of degree m. Conversely any function 
g~, 0 00 for Ixl =1= 0 and homogeneous of degree A (and satisfying the above 
orthogonality relation if A= -n-m), defines a distribution g in 9" such 
that (3) holds for I vanishing in a neighborhood of the origin. If 
Re(A) > - n this is trivial, and otherwise <I, g) is the analytic continuation 
to w=o of S l(x)g~(x)lxIWdx, which converges for Re(w+A» -no The 
homogeneous 0 00 distributions not obtained in this way are those of 
the form P m(D)b, where Pm is a homogeneous polynomial of degree m 
and <I, b)=/(O); these are homogeneous of degree -n-m. 
In general, a homogeneous distribution g has a singularity at the 
origin; this fails only in the case where <I, g)= S I(x)g~(x)dx for some 
polynomial g~. Such non-singular distributions are of no use in the present 
situation, so we introduce 
Definition 5. A distribution g in 9" is a modified 0 00 homogeneous 
distribution 01 degree A in the following cases. 
i) When A is not an integer:> 0, then g is a homogeneous distribution 
of degree A. 
ii) When A is an integer :> 0, then <I, g) = S Ig~ + S l(x)P",(x)loglxldx, 
where P",(x) is a polynomial homogeneous of degree A, and g ~ is a 0 00 
function homogeneous of degree A such that SI"'I';;;lg~(x)P(x)dx=O for all 
polynomials P homogeneous of degree A. 
Observe the close resemblance between these distributions and the 
singularities of the fundamental solution of an analytic elliptic differential 
operator discussed by F. JOHN [6]. 
For a given A, the 0 00 modified homogeneous distributions of degree A 
form a Frechet space in a natural way: when A is not an integer :> 0 
or an integer <; - n, then a neighborhood of zero consists of all g such 
that, for some e> 0, the corresponding g~ satisfies ID"g ~(x)1 < e for all 
I(XI <; lie and Ixl = 1. In the remaining cases we make the same restriction 
on g ~ and also require the coefficients of the polynomial part, P(D)b or 
P",log r as the case may be, to be small. 
Definition 6. A homogeneous kernel of degree A is a map K of 
Rn into the modified homogeneous distributions of degree A, all of whose 
derivatives are bounded in the sense of the topology given above. 
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We call a cut-off function any function fJ in 0/") (i.e. in 0 00 with 
compact support), and equalling unity in a neighborhood of the origin. 
Thus fJ is a cut-off function if and only if 1 - fJ is a patch function. 
For a cut-of} function fJ and homogeneous kernel K define B(fJ, K) by 
B(fJ, K)f(x) = ([fJK(x)] * f)(x), for f in :7; thus when O>Re(A» -n and 
<f, K(x) = f f(y)[K(x)r(y) dy, we have B(fJ, K) f(x) = 
= f [K(x)r(x-y)fJ(x-y)f(y)dy. It is clear that B(fJ, K) maps Oeoo into 
itself. 
It follows from [9] and [10] that if g is a 0 00 homogeneous distribution 
of degree A, then g ~ is a 0 00 homogeneous distribution of degree - A - n, 
and the map g --+ g ~ is continuous. 
It will be shown in Lemma 3 that if g is a modified homogeneous 
distribution of degree A, then there is a homogeneous 0 00 function h of 
degree -A-n such that <f, g~)= f f(x)h(x)dx for all f in :7 vanishing 
in a neighborhood of zero; and the map g --+ h is continuous. We call 
this function a(g). If K is a Boo homogeneous kernel of degree A, then 
a(K)(x, C) = a(K(x))(C). From the above remarks, a(K) is a Boo homo-
geneous symbol of degree -A-n, as in Lemma 1. 
THEOREM 5. If a is a Boo homogeneous symbol of degree - A-n, there 
is a unique Boo homogeneous kernel K of degree A with a(K) = a. If K is 
a Boo homogeneous kernel of degree A, and fJ a cut-of} function, then 
B=B(fJ, K) is a OZO with a(B)=a(K). 
The proof of Theorem 5 follows directly from Lemma 1 above, and 
Lemmas 3 and 4 below. 
LEMMA 3. If g(x)=x"log lxi, then in ICI>O we have g~(C)=yD"ICI-n, 
where y=(-1)1"lc'(0) and c(A)=2,Hnnn/2 r(Aj2+nj2)jr(-Aj2). For a given 
integer k;;> 0, the map gP --+ gP ~ (restricted to I CI > 0) is an isomorphism 
of the space of functions of the form gp(x) = P(x) log Ixl (P a polynomial 
homogeneous of degree k) onto the functions Q( C) I C l-n-2k (Q a polynomial 
homogeneous of degree k). 
Proof. The Fourier transform of Ixl" is c(A)ICI-,,-n when neither A nor 
-A-n is an even integer >0; see [9]. Differentiating with respect to A 
and letting A --+ 0, we obtain the formula for g~ when a=O; and the 
general result follows. 
The first statement of Theorem 5 is now clear. If a(x, C) is homogeneous 
of degree - A-n, A not an integer ;;> 0, then for fixed x we have a 
distribution g: <f,g) = the analytic continuation tow= Oof ff(C)a(x,C)IClwdC. 
If we let K(x) be the inverse Fourier transform of this g, then K is a Boo 
homogeneous distribution and a(K) =a. If A is an integer ;;> 0, we write 
a(x, C)=ao(x, C)+al(x, C), where flcl';;! ao(x, C)P(C)dC=O for every poly-
nomial of degree A. Then for fixed x, al(x, C) defines Kl(X) as above; 
and by Lemma 3, ao(x, C) defines a Ko(x), so that a(Ko+K1)=aO+al. 
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The proof that B((), K) is a CZO follows easily from Lemma 1 and 
LEMMA 4. Let K be a Boo kernel of degree A, and () a cut-off function. 
Define ()K by (I, ()K(x) = «()f, K(x) for each x. Then for every a, fJ and y, 
C"D/D:/([()K(x)f(C)-a(K)(x, C)) is bounded for x in Rn and ICI> 1. 
Proof. Suppose Ais not an integer. Since D{J/K satisfies the conditions 
for K, we may take y = O. If '1jJ = () - 1, we are then investigating 
C'"D/['1jJK(x)f(C) = [D"RI1'1jJK(x)f(C), where RI1(z) = (-zt Since RI1K(x) is 
a BOO kernel of degree 11.+ IfJl, we may take fJ=O. Applying Leibnitz' rule, 
and noting that the derivatives of'1jJ(z) vanish for large z, we have that 
x --+ D"''1jJK(x)-'1jJD''K(x) is a bounded map of Rn into Lt(Rn), and thus 
that [D"''1jJK(x)-'1jJD''K(x)f(C) has a bound independent of x and C. Since 
D"K(x) is a BOO kernel of degree A-Ial, we may take finally a=O, and 
show ['1jJK(x)f(C) is bounded. If Re(A) < -n, we have (since '1jJ=0 in a 
neighborhood of 0), that x --+ '1jJK(x) is bounded into Lt, and thus 
['1jJK(x)f(C) is bounded. If Re(A) > -n, then [K(x)f is homogeneous of 
degree - A-n whose real part is < 0, and thus [K(x)f(C) is bounded 
on I CI > 1. Since () is in .9, it follows also that (()~ * K(x()( C) = [()K(x) f (C) 
is bounded for ICI> 1, and thus the lemma holds. 
The modifications when A is an integer, and there may be log terms, 
are trivial. This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
As an application of these results, we derive two regularity theorems, 
one in the LkP framework and one on isolated singularities, both for 
(possibly overdetermined) elliptic systems. Let t= (h, ... , tl) be an l-tuple 
of reals, and s = (Sl, ... , sm) an m-tuple of reals, and let Lk,tP = 
= LkH1P EB ... EB Lk+tIP. Let A = (Aij) (i= 1, ... , m; j = 1, ... , l) be a 
matrix of CZO's with Aij of order < St + tj; we say such a matrix is of 
order (t, s). Then the operator A: A(h, ... , fd=C1AtJ!j)i=lm is a bounded 
map of Lk,tP into Lk,-sp for all k and 1 <p < 00. A is elliptic (in the sense 
of Douglis and Nirenberg) at a point x in Rn when the matrix 
(ati+Si(Aij)(X, C)) is injective for every ICI = 1. Here ati+Si(Aij) is the term 
homogeneous of degree tj+Si in the formal series a(Aij), and we assume 
that all other- terms in the symbol are homogeneous of some degree 
A, Re(A)<tj+Si. If we set a(A)=the matrix (a(Aij)), then the algebra 
of symbols of definition 4 extends to matrices of symbols. 
The regularity results are simple. corollaries of the following. 
THEOREM 6. If (Atj) is elliptic, of order (t, s), at every point of U 
(U bounded and open in Rn), then there is a matrix (Bki) of order (-s, -t) 
such that in U, a(BA) is the identity matrix. 
Proof. For each x in a neighborhood V of U, and ICI > 0, there is a 
unique matrix fJ(x, C) such that !fJki(X, C)ati+Si(Atj)(x, C) = ~kj, and fJ(x, C) 
annihilates the orthogonal complement of the range of (ati+si(Atj)). Each 
fJkt is a Coo function of (x, C), homogeneous of degree -s,-tk. Let ffJ be 
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a 0 00 function with support in V, cp= 1 in U. Then, (with the multi-
plication of Definition 4) 8 = cpI - cpfJ 0 a(A) is a symbol matrix whose 
entries have degrees < 0, and so .2000 8 k is a well-defined symbol matrix. 
To conclude the theorem, take a B with a(B) = (.2000 8 k ) 0 fJ. 
To state local theorems, we say that t is in Lk,tP in U if and only if 
CPt E Lk,tP for all cp in OCoo(U). A is ot order<,(s, t) in U if and only if cpA 
is of order <, (s, t) in Rn, (or equivalently Acp is of order <, (s, t)), for 
cp in OCoo(U). 
THEOREM 7. 
i) It A is a OZO ot order <, (s, t) in U, and t E Lk,tP in U, then 
At E Lk,-sp in U. 
ii) It A is a OZO, ot order (s, t) and elliptic in D, and At E Lk,-sp in 
U, then t E Lk,tP in U. 
Proof. For (i), let cp E O/JO(U), and choose () in OCoo(U) so that ()= 1 
on the support of cpo Then cpAt=cpA{)t+cpA(l-{))t. By hypothesis 
cpA{)t E Lk,-sp, and since a(cpA(l- ())) = 0, cpA(l- ()) is of order - 00. 
For (ii), take a B as in Theorem 5; then BAt=t+8t where a(8)=0 
in U and B is of order (-t, -s) in U. Then (ii) follows from (i). 
The approximate inverse B of Theorem 6 may also be used to derive 
rather explicitly the singularities of t from those of At. As an example, 
consider a function g which is 0 00 in a region 0< Ix-xol < 8, and such 
that there is a sequence gj of modified homogeneous distributions 
(Definition 5) of degree Aj, with Re(Aj) --+ - 00 and g(x) - .21mgj(x-xo) 
in Ok on 0<,lx-xol<8, where k=greatest integer < Re(Am+l). Then we 
say that g has an isolated singularity of homogeneous type at xo, and 
describe the singularity by a(g; xo)(C) = .2a(gj)(C). The proof of the 
following theorem is clear from the preceding results. 
THEOREM 8. It A is an elliptic system in U and At=g has an isolated 
singularity ot homogeneous type at Xo in U, then t also has such a singularity 
at Xo and a(f; xo)(C)=a(B)(xo, C) a(g; xo)(C). Here B is the OZO of 
Theorem 6, and the multiplication is the formal product of the two 
series, with terms arranged by decreasing (real parts of) degrees. 
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